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The geometric operators of area, volume, and length, depend on a fundamental length ℓ of
quantum geometry which is a priori arbitrary rather than equal to the Planck length ℓP . The
fundamental length ℓ and the Immirzi parameter γ determine each other. With any ℓ the entropy
formula is rendered most naturally in units of the length gap
√√
3/2(
√
γℓ).
Independently of the choice of ℓ, the black hole entropy derived from quantum geometry in the
limit of classical geometry is completely consistent with the Bekenstein-Hawking form.
The extremal limit of 1-puncture states of the quantum surface geometry corresponds rather to
an extremal string than to a classical horizon.
PACS number(s): 04.60.-m 04.70.Dy
In [1] the black hole entropy for the quantum geometry of the exterior horizon of a black hole has been calculated from
first principles. The area is formally proportional to the (real modulus of) the Immirzi [2] parameter γ, parametrizing
certain affine transformations of the underlying phase space which maintain the symplectic structure. The result of
[1] agrees for one particular value
γ = γ0 :=
ln 2
π
√
3
(1)
with the Bekenstein-Hawking (BH) formula. In [3] certain extremal states of the quantum horizon geometry were
examined. It was shown that, under the assumption that the (semi-)classical limit of these states existed and saturated
a Bogomol’nyi type bound as for a classical Kerr black hole, these states would yield γ 6= γ0 providing an apparent
contradiction to the result of [1]. However, as is pointed out below, these states do not admit a semiclassical limit of
quantum geometry. Hence one might think that γ might scale and, in particular, take a different value for quantum
and classical geometry. But, apart from contradicting Occam’s razor, such a scaling of γ would explicitly break the
very symplectic structure on which the quantization of geometry is based. Indeed the results below show that the
argument of [3] is independent of either γ or the choice of the fundamental length ℓ. It only depends on a combination
of the two.
Hence here we will argue that the result of [1] has to be correct a fortiori, if and only if the state space is considered
in the classical limit of quantum geometry.
It should also be noted here that string theory calculations reproduce the BH formula, because like the BH they
are performed in the same semiclassical regime of quantum fields in a certain background geometry.
The classical limit of quantum geometry could be characterized by discrete spectra of the geometric operators like
area, volume [4,5] and length [6] becoming dense on a sufficiently large state space. (The area spectrum has been
proven rigorously to become dense in [7]. It appears a reasonable conjecture that the volume spectrum [8] does so
too, since both operators are quite analogous in the sense that they are constructed as the vanishing regulator limit
of the square root of appropriately regulated expressions quadratic and cubic respectively in the momenta of the
holonomy variables. The length operator however is quite different, since it requires actually a tubular regularization
of the curve and the defining regulated expression involves commutators of the holonomy variables and the volume
operator.)
Quantum geometry is now just on the edge to make for the first time contact with its classical limit, the example
under investigation being the spatial black hole horizon geometry and the entropy of its state space. Entropy is
distinguished by the fact that it is physically dimensionless; it requires just counting. Hence it is intrinsically a scale
invariant entity. This is of advantage when the classical limit is investigated. Once the classical limit is understood
completely, quantum geometry has achieved the first fundamental derivation of the black hole entropy from an
underlying microscopic theory. However the classical limit is quite tricky: If the state space of quantum surface
geometries is restricted to particular spin networks the classical limit may fail to exist.
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In the present approach we start with arbitrary fundamental length ℓ and arbitrary γ. After resuming the results
for entropy and area, we try to understand better the origin of the distinguished value obtained in [1].
The exterior horizon H of a classical black hole geometry is an inner null boundary of its exterior space-time M .
As in [1] here we consider pullbacks of the phase space from M to a spatial (say Cauchy-like) slice Σ which hits
H transversally on S := ∂Σ∼=S2. Let us consider canonical the pulled-back real phase space variables (γA,γ E) :=
(Γ− γK, 1γE) on Σ, where Γ and K are spin connection and curvature 1-forms and E is a 2-form dual to the triad on
Σ. Let γδ ≡ (δγA, δγE) denote a tangent vector on phase space at (γA,γ E). Here γA is dimensionless and γE has
physical dimension (length)2. The symplectic structure is then given as by
Ω|(γA,γE) (γδ,γ δ′) :=
1
ℓ2
∫
Σ
Tr [δγE ∧ δγA′ − δγE′ ∧ δγA]
− k
2π
∫
S
Tr [δγA ∧ δγA′] (2)
on the real phase, where k := ASγℓ2 and AS is the area of S. It has been been shown in [1] how (2) is related to an
action with U(1) boundary Chern-Simons (CS) term representing a natural choice of boundary conditions and such
that the Einstein equations are reproduced locally. Here the only difference to the symplectic structure used in [1]
is the normalization. Their normalization would formally correspond to ℓ = 8πℓP while in our approach ℓ is just
some microscopic fundamental length. (Note that the classically convenient factor 8π of two times the unit sphere
area embedded in flat space for quantum geometry makes no sense a priori.) It eventually becomes fixed only after
comparison with the semiclassical BH-entropy formula has been made. Therefore, here the prefactor of the classical
action before quantization is left a priori arbitrary rather than fixing it bona fide to the Newton coupling. As long as we
do not compare the microscopic quantum geometry to its classical limit in the presence of some further (matter) fields,
there appears to be no necessity to fix it in any particular manner. If the quantum theory of geometry is obtained by
quantizing a classical action we can not expect that the classical couplings are a priori the right ones, while in fact
they have to be chosen a posteriori such that they yield the correct values in the physical classical limit. There is no
obstruction that finally a classical limit of quantum geometry recovers indeed all the mathematical structure of the
formal classical action put in before the quantization. But the numerical values of the classical coupling constants
are only determined by experiments in the classical limit of geometry rather than being predetermined by quantum
geometry. The asymptotic regime of observation within a classical geometry is the only one which is directly accessible
to us while the regime of quantum geometry is physically quite different. Indeed even string theory (while still in the
realm of classical background geometry) predicts already a different coupling at the scale ℓs where residue dilatonic
fields from extra dimensions combine to couple to gravity. Therefore the microscopical coupling constants of quantum
geometry should only be determined in the classical limit by consistency with the observed ones. With ℓ << ℓs, and
ℓs close to ℓP within few orders of magnitude only, it appears rather implausible that ℓ could equal ℓP .
Consider now a finite set P of discrete transversal punctures (labeled p = 1, . . . , N) of S by edges from a gauge
invariant spin network. The degrees of freedom on its surface are initially given by a choice of a SU(2)-representation
of spin jp at each puncture p, induced by an intersecting edge of the SU(2) cylindrical state of the same spin jp. Iden-
tifying the transversal components of the SU(2) connection in the representation of spin j along the intersecting edge
with an U(1) connection, this then induces a U(1) Chern-Simons state on the surface, The trivial U(1)-representation
has then a multiplicity 2j + 1 which also is the dimension of the corresponding Hilbert space. So on the S2 surface
the SU(2) gauge symmetry is broken to U(1). In the SU(2) spin network representation with spins {jp}p∈P at the
punctures P on S, the area operator is diagonal with eigenvalue
APS := γℓ
2
∑
p∈P
√
jp(jp + 1). (3)
Like in [1] counting of states fixes the entropy as
SP =
γ0
γℓ2
2πAPS = ln 2
2√
3
∑
p∈P
√
jp(jp + 1), (4)
where the γ0 is given by (1). Now in the classical limit the result should agree with the BH formula. Hence in this
limit
γℓ2
!
= 8πγ0ℓ
2
P , (5)
2
which only fixes the combination
√
γℓ.
The formula (4) takes a more elegant form when rendered in terms of the length gap
λ :=
√√
3/2(
√
γℓ), (6)
the lowest eigenvalue of the length operator. In fact it would be assumed here for any curve segment in S intersecting
the divalent vertex given by the puncture p on S2 of any edge with spin jp = 1/2. Let
a := 2πλ2 (7)
be a half the area of of a sphere of radius λ. Then the entropy formula simply reads
eS
P
= 2A
P
S /a. (8)
So (6) and (7) render the microscopical entropy formula the simple form (8), while (5) guarantees agreement with the
BH formula in the classical limit. E.g. for a state with N punctures of spin 12 (a state from bits) it holds A
P
S /a = 4N
and (8) simply reads eS
P
= 24N .
In order to illustrate the difficulty with the classical limit, let us now consider the space Q of surface states given by
a finite number of punctures with all edges of same spin j and restricted to meet S transversally only. The spectrum
restricted to these states is
Spec := {γℓ2N
√
j(j + 1), N, j ∈ IN0}. (9)
Let us now consider the particular subspace Q1 given by the 1-puncture states considered in [3]. Here AS :=
γℓ2
√
j(j + 1) where j is restricted to integer values by gauge invariance since S is the closed inner boundary of Σ. In
the limit j →∞, the bound
j <
AS
γℓ2
, (10)
becomes saturated in leading order, i.e.
AS
γℓ2j
− 1→ +0. (11)
Under the assumption that j → ∞ was a classical limit for the surface geometry, and J := h¯j corresponded here
to a classical angular momentum one might postulate that in the classical limit (10) corresponds to an asymptotic
saturation of
AS/(8πG) > J/c
3, (12)
where G is the Newton constant and c is the velocity of light. (A bound like (12) would e.g. be satisfied for the spatial
horizon area AS and angular momentum of a Kerr black hole.) (11) implied then in particular that
γ = 8π(ℓP /ℓ)
2. (13)
Hence for any possible choice of ℓ there would be a contradiction between (13) and (5) unless γ0 = 1 which then
would seem to be in contradiction to the calculated value of [1].
However, the 1-puncture configurations considered here are a very particular subspace Q1 of the full configuration
space only whence the entropy with respect to Q1 has as pointed out in [3] indeed to be less than the entropy of [1].
Moreover, these highly degenerate Q1 configurations never yield a classical limit for j → ∞. The spectrum Spec1
of the area operator on Q1 has differences between neighboring eigenvalues which asymptotically become γℓ
2 for
j → ∞. Hence Spec1 does not become dense in the limit j → ∞. (Note that this is unlike the length spectrum [6]
which becomes dense for j → ∞ even when restricted to Q1 since the distance of neighboring eigenvalues there is
proportional to 1/
√
j, for curve segments in S containing the puncture.)
In fact, since all the area is concentrated in a single point on S, the limit j →∞ corresponds rather to an infinitely
extended string than to a horizon surface. The corresponding limit state appears as the quantum analogue of a string
hair leaving the extremely degenerate horizon at the vortex. Geometrically, one could indeed say that it is just a
string hair without any horizon. Abelian Nielsen-Olesen string hairs emerging from a vortex were proven to exist
3
and have been examined in quite some detail within the Abelian Higgs model [9]- [12]. There the U(1) symmetry
is broken everywhere but at the vortex by a Higgs potential. For the surface states considered here the local U(1)
gauge symmetry , which was obtained by particular boundary conditions on S, on Q1 spin networks is trivially also
global. However, the topological boundary S = ∂Σ is nowhere represented geometrically but at the puncture, where
the transverse intersecting edge plays the analogue of an axis of rotation. Due to the asymptotic saturation of (12),
it is tempting to conjecture that the j →∞ limit of the quantum string hair corresponds actually to a BPS state.
From above examples it is obvious that the classical limit of increasingly dense spectrum requires to admit a variable
number of punctures and a mixture of different spins jp (this was used in the density proof for the area operator given
in [7]). Besides, at least in principle one has to take into account also states with edges on the surface S and trivalent
punctures.
Once we are able to perform the classical limit with a sufficiently large state space then the counting of the number
of surface states on S will yield the entropy independent of γ and independent of ℓ. When fitted to the BH formula in
the classical limit, the fundamental length γ and the Immirzi parameter γ are no longer independent since in this limit
the unknown the interaction between quantum geometry and quantum matter has to approach the known semiclassical
coupling of classical geometry to quantum matter a fortiori. In fact γℓ2 enters the matter fields and their momenta
with a power determined by the spin of the matter field [13]. One might hope that TQFT (see e.g. [14]) may once
be able to provide a model for the quantization of both geometry and matter. The former quantization introduces
necessarily the fundamental length ℓ, while the quantization of matter has to yield usual field quantization which
necessarily invokes the Planck constant h¯. In fact it is only then that the Newton coupling related to G/c3 = ℓ2P /h¯
becomes to play a nontrivial role. However to fix the value of both ℓ and γ requires something more, namely a more
detailed understanding how quantum geometry converges towards its (semi-)classical limit.
Let us conclude emphasizing again, that at present all results from quantum geometry are perfectly consistent
with the BH formula for the black entropy. With (8) the entropy formula takes also microscopically a simple form.
While the classical limit fixes the relation between γ and the fundamental length ℓ, on the microscopic level quantum
geometry and quantum matter may still interact with a coupling different from the one of the classical limit.
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